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OUR MISSION 

Providing quality service with integrity and professionalism. 

 

OUR VISION 

Partnering with the community to enhance public safety and the quality of life. 

 

OUR VALUES 

Service: Exceeding community and professional expectations. 

Integrity: Emphasizing character and ethical conduct. 

Professionalism:  Achieving excellence through continuous training and development. 
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CHIEF’S WELCOME: 

I just want to lead this off by saying how much I enjoy working in this city, for this city, and 

with the officers on this department.  I think that the people in this community are amazing and 

supportive of their police department.  This year, we’ve had so many letters of appreciation, all 

types of food, cookies, inspirational books, and so much more dropped off for our officers to 

enjoy.   

In return our officers and civilian employees that form the Grand Blanc Police Officers 

Association have been amazing.  The association gives back so much to the community in the 

form of holiday gifts, food, and necessities to needy families during the holidays.  They donate 

money to support youth athletics, high school athletics, scholarships for perspective criminal 

justice students, and so much more.  I am so appreciative of the men and women who work here 

and give so much back to this wonderful community.   

I believe that what you will find in this report is that this department works hard everyday to 

uphold its mission of “Providing Quality Service with Integrity and Professionalism.  Our 

officers had nearly 8,900 enforcement interactions with the community in this fiscal year.  Of 

those interactions, 5 involved a use of force incident, and 8 citizen complaints (of which 6 were 

not founded and 2 were founded where the officer received discipline or training).  In other 

words, .00057% of all law enforcement interactions resulted in the officer using force and 

.0009% of all law enforcement interactions resulted in a citizen complaint against the officer.   

Thank you for taking the time to read this report.  If you have any questions, do not hesitate to 

contact me. 

- Chief Brian Lipe 

blipe@cityofgrandblanc.com 

810-694-1111 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:blipe@cityofgrandblanc.com
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ACCREDITATION UPDATE: 

In my greeting from last year, I stated that our goal was to be accredited by January 2022.  

Unfortunately, we are little bit behind schedule.  The accreditation process has been a long and 

tedious process but a rewarding one as well.  In July of 2020 GBPD voluntarily entered into the 

Michigan Law Enforcement Accreditation Commission’s (MLEAC) accreditation process.  

There were several reasons we did so.  Those reasons include: 

• Formalizing essential management procedures for greater accountability. 

• To establish fair and non-discriminatory personnel practices. 

• To improve service delivery. 

• To improve staff confidence in our department and build community trust and confidence 

in our agency.   

D/Sgt. Bryan Byarski is the department’s accreditation manager.  Over the course of this fiscal 

year, D/Sgt. Byarski has completed a thorough self-analysis of the department’s policies and 

procedures.  The MLEAC has 108 standards that need to be met in order to achieve 

accreditation.  D/Sgt. Byarski identified the areas necessary for improvement and changes were 

made to the policies to ensure that the department was in compliance with the MLEAC 

standards.  D/Sgt. Byarski also had to identify and provide proofs that show that the department 

was following the policies.  One example of a proof would be a video of an officer placing a seat 

belt on prisoner in the back seat of the patrol car prior to transporting him/her to jail.   

Once the self-assessment phase was over the PD held a “Mock Assessment” on January 20, 2022 

where six accreditation managers from other agencies did an on-site assessment.  The assessors 

conducted a thorough review of PD policies and procedures, looked at the proofs that policies 

were being followed, and inspected the PD facilities.  Some recommendations for corrections 

were presented by the assessors.  Those corrections were made and the official on-site 

assessment was scheduled.   

The on-site assessment took place on May 5 and May 6, 2022.  Two assessors from MLEAC 

were on site during these two days.  Prior to the assessment date, the assessors had already 

reviewed all of the policies and procedures and found no deficiencies.  During the on-site 

inspection the assessors toured the police department facilities, did a two hour ride-a-long with 
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the patrol officers, toured the Genesee County 911 Center, and took phone calls from community 

members about the police department.  Prior to leaving the PD, the assessors met with the Chief 

and D/Sgt. Byarski and advised that they found the PD to be in compliance with all 108 

standards.   

The next step is to go in front of the MLEAC for a hearing and final determination of our 

accreditation status.  That hearing will take place on June 29, 2022.  If granted accreditation 

status, a member or two of the MLEAC board will present the award at a later date.   

 

FY ‘21/’22 AT A GLANCE 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

The Grand Blanc Police Department and its officer engage the community in two different ways.  

The first is through department organized activities and the second way is through the Grand 

Blanc Police Officers Association (GBPOA).  The GBPOA is a 501(c)(3) organization formed 

by employees of GBPD.  Membership is voluntary.  Members of the GBPOA donate funds to the 

organization directly out of their paychecks and host an annual golf outing at Warwick Hills Golf 

and Country Club each year to raise funds.  The GBPOA donates the money raised back into the 

community.  The GBPOA engaged the community for this fiscal year in the following ways: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Teamed up with the American Legion Post 413 Jack Carey Charities to give $1,000 

scholarships to two Grand Blanc High School students who are interested in pursuing a 

college degree in Law Enforcement. 

• Teamed up with FISH to provide food and presents to three families during the holiday 

season. 
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DEPARTMENT ORGANIZED COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

This fiscal year, the PD was busy attending community events and fund-raising activities for 

several local charities.  Those events included: 

• First Responders Food Drive at Kroger to collect food and monetary donations for the Food 

Bank of Eastern Michigan.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• National Night Out – hosted by Grand Blanc Township Police Department.  The City’s foam 

machine is a huge hit at the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• “Feed the Bus” – an event to collect food and essential supplies for families supported by 

FISH.  This event is held twice annually, once in May and once again in November.   
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• Shop with a Hero – The department participated in two of these events during this calendar 

year.  GBTPD has invited us to assist them with their event for the last several years at 

Walmart in the township.  We also participated for the first time in a similar event with 

several local law enforcement agencies at the Meijer on Center Rd in Burton.   

 

 

 

• ABC 12 Diaper Drive – This event collects diapers and monetary donations for the Flint 

Diaper Bank.  Many people do not realize that families in need of assistance using a WIC 

(Women, Infants, & Children) card cannot purchase diapers with these funds.  The Diaper 

Bank was formed to assist these families in need with a vital item to keep a baby happy and 

healthy.  This year’s event raised over $190,000 for the cause. 
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• Some other events include: “Stuff a Blue Goose” with Michigan State Police to benefit the 

Salvation Army, First Responder day at the Chalets, Santa in the City, Festival of Lights, 

Mock Car Crash for GBHS students, Food Truck Festival Events, and the Concerts in the 

Park. 

LARGE SCALE COMMUNITY EVENTS: 

In this fiscal year, the GBPD took part in policing some large-scale events.  Those events 

included: 

The Grand Blanc Chamber of Commerce “Family Fun Fest” – This event was held June 10 

through June 13, 2021.  This event seems to get larger and larger every year.  The attendance 

estimate for the four day event was roughly 30,000 people.  Unfortunately, we had some issues 

with teenagers starting fights on Friday and Saturday nights this year.  The Chamber has agreed 

to take extra security measures for this event in the future to assist GBPD in creating a safe and 

family friendly environment.   

 

 

The Ally Challenge – The Ally Challenge is a Champions Tour (a.k.a. Senior Tour of the PGA) 

golfing tournament held at Warwick Hills Golf and Country Club.  This year’s event was held on 

August 23 through August 29, 2021.  The event also featured a “Celebrity Challenge” and a live 

country concert on Friday evening.  The celebrity challenge included Jack Nicklaus, Lee 

Trevino, Tom Izzo, and Jeff Blashill.  The country concert was performed by Maren Morris.  

This tournament and its various events bring visitors from all over the world.  The Township has 

requested our assistance with securing the course during these events since the inception of the 

event.  Many of our city residents attend this event and our local businesses benefit from the 

event so we are happy to assist the Township in making this a safe event for all to attend.   
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Ally Challenge 

 

The Crim Festival of Races – This event was held on Saturday August 28, 2021 in downtown 

Flint.  GBPD has assisted in this event for the last 5 years at the request of the Flint Police 

Department.  The Flint Police Department does not have enough personnel to secure all of the 

intersections to safely hold the various races and routes.  Grand Blanc City residents attend this 

event and/or run in the event and we want to ensure their safety as well as the safety of all who 

attend the race.   
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The Grand Blanc Community High School Homecoming Parade – This parade is a source of 

community pride and brings thousands of spectators and participants each year.  The parade took 

place on a gorgeous Friday afternoon (September 24, 2021) and it was a huge success.  We could 

not safely hold this event without the assistance of the Grand Blanc City Fire Department, Grand 

Blanc Township Police Department, Grand Blanc Township Fire Department, and the Michigan 

State Police.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT AWARDS 

In 2019 the police department instituted a department awards program to recognize members of 

GBPD team for outstanding achievements throughout the year.  An award can be submitted by 

any member of the department and is reviewed by members of the awards board.  The awards 

board is made up of two patrol officers, one detective, and one civilian.  The following are the 

members who were selected for an award during FY ‘21/’22 and a short summary of the incident 

for which they are being recognized.   

UNIT CITATION 

• Sgt. Jim Jolman, Ofc. John Ellis, and Det. Ryan Rouse 

On Friday, July 23, 2021, at 12:28a.m., Officer John Ellis and Sergeant Jim Jolman 

responded to the Mobil gas station for a carjacking that had just occurred. The 

victim had been pumping gas into her car when a gray Dodge Charger pulled into 

the gas station. Two subjects, a male and a female, exited the vehicle while a third 

subject remained in the driver’s seat. The male pointed a short barrel rifle at the 

victim while the female got into the vehicle. The male then got into the victim’s 

vehicle and fled the scene. During this interaction, the Charger fled the scene. 
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Through examination of the Mobil video footage, Sergeant Jolman was able to 

make out the license plate of the Dodge Charger. Sergeant Jolman relayed the 

information to Officer Ellis who then had Flint City Police Department attempt to 

locate the vehicle at the registered owner’s address in the City of Flint. Officer 

Ellis, with the help of Flint City PD, located the driver at his residence. The driver 

was arrested in connection with the carjacking, allowing for further investigative 

leads. Detective Ryan Rouse was vital into investigating the complaint by 

interviewing the suspects, processing evidence, and conducting a photo line-up.  

 

CERTIFICATE OF COMMENDATION 

Ofc. Braedan Werth 

On Sunday, September 26, 2021, at approximately 3:08 a.m., Officer Braedan 

Werth, while conducting traffic enforcement in the area of South Saginaw Street 

and Perry Road, observed a Dodge Charger exit the Sunset Plaza Apartments and 

accelerate at a high rate of speed. The Dodge Charger spun its tires and drifted the 

rear end of the vehicle across both northbound lanes of travel. Officer Werth 

attempted to initiate a traffic stop on the vehicle which fled northbound on South 

Saginaw Street from Perry Road. The vehicle traveled at high speeds trying to flee 

and elude Officer Werth. Officer Werth pursued the vehicle by himself down East 

Grand Blanc Road at speeds near 100 MPH. Officer Werth maintained tactical 

distance and visual of the vehicle which crashed at the construction zone of 

Embury Road and East Grand Blanc Road. Officer Werth took both subjects into 

custody without incident. Officer Werth ran the VIN for the vehicle through LEIN 

and found it to be stolen out of Toledo, Ohio. 

 

UNIT CITATION 

Sgt. Jim Jolman and Ofc. Nate Guigear 

On Tuesday, December 21, 2021, at approximately 2:00 p.m., Sergeant Jim Jolman 

and Officer Nate Guigear responded to assist Burton Police Department and the 

Genesee County Sheriff Office with a foot chase of an armed suspect. While 

chasing the suspect, a Burton officer and a Genesee County Deputy encountered 

the suspect attempting to climb over a fence to evade officers. The fence collapsed 
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while the suspect tried to climb over it. The suspect opened fire on the officers 

when they tried to pull the fence off him. Both officers were struck by the 

suspect’s gunfire but were able to return fire, fatally shooting the suspect. The 

wounded officers were transported to Hurley Medical Center, and both survived 

their injuries. 

 

Once on scene, Sergeant Jolman assisted with traffic and providing security to the 

large crime scene. Officer Guigear assisted detectives with the Genesee County 

Sheriff Office with collecting evidence and witness statements. As the incident 

developed, officers from various agencies were attempting to locate a person of 

interest that had been associated with the deceased suspect earlier in the day. While 

on the perimeter, Sergeant Jolman observed a subject matching the description 

provided. Sergeant Jolman made contact with and identified the male as the person 

of interest. Sergeant Jolman was able to take the male into custody without 

incident. 

 

UNIT CITATION 

Sgt. Jim Jolman, K9 Kash, and Ofc. John Graver 

On March 1, 2022, at 5:03p.m., an armed robbery was called in at Dort Highway 

Urgent Care in Grand Blanc Township. The suspects reportedly used guns and 

force to rob the pharmacy within the Urgent Care, taking Morphine and Adderall 

before leaving out the back door on foot. Sergeant Jim Jolman and K9 Kash along 

with Officer John Graver answered up to assist Grand Blanc Township Police with 

the call. Officer Graver and Sergeant Jolman/Kash were two of the first cars on 

scene. Due to no Township cars being on scene, Officer Graver remained there and 

gathered vital information with regards to what occurred, suspect descriptions, and 

how the suspects fled the scene.  

 

Based on initial reports and witness statements, it was believed that at least one of 

the suspects fled on foot into the subdivision and wooded area behind the Urgent 

Care. Sergeant Jolman/Kash attempted to track this potentially armed suspect. This 

track attempt was ultimately unsuccessful, but with information eventually 

gathered by Officer Graver, it was believed that all suspects involved had gotten 

into a vehicle that had been parked behind the Urgent Care and fled the scene. 
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OFFICER OF THE YEAR 

Ofc. Justin Petrowski 

Officer Petrowski first and foremost is a standout patrol officer with our 

department, showing up for work on time every day and giving a solid effort each 

and every shift.  He understands the job, is a student of the job, and performs tasks 

at a high level.  Officer Petrowski also tackles tasks such as vacation checks and 

court security without being asked and without complaint.  On top of the basic 

responsibilities spelled out in the job description, Ofc. Petrowski also voluntarily 

undertakes other tasks including being a range instructor, FTO, awards board 

creator/board member, and many other things. 

Ofc. Petrowski is a standout employee, a hard worker, a caring co-worker, and a 

pillar of this department.  It is for these reasons that Ofc. Petrowski was selected by 

his peers and supervisors as Officer of the Year – 2021/2022.   
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PERSONNEL HIGHLIGHTS 

SEPARATED FROM EMPLOYMENT  NEW TEAM MEMBERS 

Ofc. Brittany Bowie     Ofc. Braedan Werth – Hired 06/07/2021 

       Ofc. Marcus Kelly – Hired 03/09/2022 

       Ofc. Rachael Olsen – Hired 03/09/2022 

 

10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY    25 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 

Ofc. Nate Guigear – Hired 05/21/2002  D/Sgt. Bryan Byarski – Hired 07/01/1996 

        

20 YEAR ANNIVERSARY    30 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 

Sgt. Jim Jolman - Hired 12/14/2001   Lt. Chris Rhind – Hired 01/06/1992 

Ofc. Craig Hose – Hired 02/19/2002     

 

During this fiscal year, the City of Grand Blanc and the Grand Blanc Community School District 

reached a formal agreement to add a second School Resource Officer to the school district.  This 

brought our number of authorized sworn officers up from 16 to 17.  The additional officer was 

hired on 3/9/2022 and the second School Resource Officer was selected (D/SRO John Ellis) was 

placed into the schools on May 23, 2022.  The agreement is for 5 years.   

 

’21 / ’22 USE OF FORCE REVIEW 

The process for reviewing use of force incidents changed during this fiscal year.  While 

reviewing our policy for accreditation, we discovered that we should add one more layer of 

review.  For each use of force incident, we now conduct a “Meaningful Review” of the incident.  

When a use of force incident is reported, the officer(s)’ immediate supervisor is to be 

immediately contacted.  If there are injuries that require treatment at a hospital, the supervisor is 

to respond to the scene and conduct an investigation immediately.   

During the investigation, the supervisor will contact the person arrested and any witnesses to 

take their statements on the use of force.  The supervisor will also: 

• Review any photographs of injuries to the suspect and/or officers.   

• Review any cell phone or in-car camera recordings of the incident.  

• Review the officer(s)’ official reports. 
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Once the supervisor has completed his/her report, the “Meaningful Review” will then be 

conducted by the Patrol Lieutenant.  The Patrol Lieutenant will review the officer(s) reports, any 

recordings of the incident, and the supervisor’s investigation report.  The lieutenant will 

determine if there is a need for: 

• A policy review (in the event the policy may have been out of date).   

• Additional Training for the officer(s) involved or the department as a whole. 

• Additional equipment to help prevent or assist the officers in similar situations. 

The supervisor’s investigation report and the “Meaningful Review” conducted by the Patrol 

Lieutenant will then be forwarded to the Chief of Police for final determination.  The Chief will 

make the final determination as to whether or not the officer(s)’ use of force was in compliance 

or out of compliance of our Policies, Procedures, and Training.   

 

FY ‘21/’22 USE OF FORCE DATA 
During this fiscal year, Officers responded to 4,188 calls for service and made almost 4,653 

traffic stops.  Out of all of those interactions, there were five instances were officers had to use 

more force than compliance control techniques to take someone into custody.  There was one 

instance of force used (shotgun) to put down a sick/injured animal.     

 

5 
USE OF FORCE INCIDENTS 

 

187          2.7%  
ARRESTS                    (% OF ARRESTS WHERE FORCE WAS USED) 

 

8,841           .00057% 
CALLS FOR SERVICE    (% OF INTERACTIONS WHERE FORCE WAS USED) 

and TRAFFIC STOPS 
 

* These are law enforcement interactions only and do not include the hundreds of contacts made by the SROs at the 

schools each and every school day or any other contact officers may have throughout their work day.   
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The investigations into these five use of force incidents determined that the officers acted 

appropriately and their actions were within their scope of training as well as policy and 

procedure.  There was one incident in which the suspect received minor cuts and scrapes when 

he was tackled as he ran from the officer who was effecting the arrest.   

 

CRIME STATISTICS 

In studying the following year comparison of the Uniformed Crime Statistics for the City of 

Grand Blanc, what you will see is that our violent crimes increased drastically in 2020 but 

lowered slightly in 2021.  On the other hand, the number of property crimes have steadily 

decreased in that same time period.   

This may be explained by the Covid-19 Pandemic that began in March 2020.  Since that time, 

working from home has become much more common.  When people are home, they are less 

likely to be victims of property crimes.  Criminals are less likely to commit a crime when people 

are home because the chances of being caught are much greater.  The downside to staying home 

from work is that you are constantly in contact with your roommate, spouse, or other family 

member which may lead to more arguing and physical confrontations.  The slight decrease in 

these crimes in ‘21/’22 may be explained by some employees leaving home to return to work. 

Weapon Display 
(1)

20%

Tackle (1)
20%

Arm Bar (2)
40%

Arm Grab (1)
20%

TYPES OF FORCE USED '21 / '22

Weapon Display (1) Tackle (1) Arm Bar (2) Arm Grab (1)
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UNIFORM CRIME REPORTING STATISTICS 

PART 1 UCR CRIMES 
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DEFINITIONS 

Aggravated Assault: An unlawful 

attack by one person upon another for 

the purpose of inflicting severe or 

aggravated bodily injury. This type of 

assault usually is accompanied by the 

use of a weapon or by means likely to 

produce death or great bodily harm.  

Homicide: Murder and non-negligent 

manslaughter: the willful (non-

negligent) killing of one human being 

by another. 

 Rape: Penetration without the 

consent of the victim. 

 Robbery: The taking or attempting 

to take anything of value from the 

care, custody, or control of a person 

or persons by force or threat of force 

or violence and/or by putting the 

victim in fear.  

Arson: Any willful or malicious 

burning or attempt to burn, with or 

without intent to defraud, a dwelling 

house, public building, motor vehicle 

or aircraft, personal property of 

another, etc.  

Auto Theft: The theft or attempted 

theft of a motor vehicle. A motor 

vehicle is self-propelled and runs on 

land surface and not on rails. 

 Burglary: The unlawful entry of a 

structure to commit a felony or a 

theft. 

 Larceny: Theft (except motor 

vehicle theft)- The unlawful taking, 

carrying, leading, or riding away of 

property from the possession or 

constructive possession of another. 
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2021 CITIZEN COMPLAINT / INTERNAL AFFAIRS OVERVIEW 

For each calendar year, the Chief of Police completes an in-depth annual report of the 

department’s citizens complaints / internal affairs incidents.  We will not duplicate that report 

here by summarizing all seven incidents from 2021, but we will share the analysis portion of the 

report for the 2021 calendar year. 

Citizen Complaint Analysis 

In reviewing the seven citizen complaints from 2021, one complaint involved the officer's use of 

lights while on a traffic stop.  This issue involves the use of officer safety equipment which was 

deemed by his supervisor as a reasonable use of the equipment and fell within how the officer 

has been trained.  There were no needs to look at patterns, trends, training, or equipment.  

One complaint, in essence, involved a lack of communication between the complainant and the 

detective handling the case.  Once the detective's supervisor explained the prosecutorial process 

and how long it can take, the complainant was satisfied.  We have not received any other 

complaints about a lack of communication from this detective or any other detective.  There does 

not seem to be a pattern or a trend.  At this time, no further training is necessary or new 

equipment needs. 

There were two cases that accused the same officer of being rude and using profanity during that 

officer's interactions with the public.  The supervisor did discuss both of these incidents with the 

officer and did receive a written instruction for one of the incidents.  The supervisor believed that 

between their conversation and the written instruction that those would correct the officer's 

behavior moving forward.  The officer has since received a two-hour training on de-escalation 

tactics through PoliceOne Academy.  That training included aspects of behaving professionally 

and treating all people with courtesy and respect.  There may have been a pattern beginning to 

form with this officer but the discipline and conversation with the supervisor appears to have 

corrected the behavior.  Quarterly reviews of all officers' in-car camera videos show that officers 

are polite and professional in their interactions with the public so this does not appear to be a 

department wide trend.  Department policies address these issues and do not need to be updated.  

There are no new equipment needs at this time either.   
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The last case where the officer was accused of being rude, the investigation showed that the 

officer's actions and questions were legitimate for the situation at hand.  The citizen just may not 

have appreciated the tone in which they were asked.  There does not appear to be a pattern of this 

type of behavior with this officer or a trend within the department.  There are no policy updates 

that are necessary or new equipment needed.    

Internal Affairs Complaint Analysis 

The first I.A. involved an officer forgetting to test his microphone to his in-car camera prior to 

his shift.  This has been an isolated incident with this officer.  Quarterly checks of his in-car 

camera usage have shown that he follows policy and procedure for in-car camera and 

microphone usage.  This has not been a pattern with this officer or a trend among other officers. 

There was incident that involved falsifying daily logs that was found to be a pattern with this 

officer but not a department-wide trend.  Patrol Sergeants and the Patrol Lieutenant did conduct 

an audit of all officers' traffic stops in order to see if the falsifying of traffic stops was isolated to 

just this one officer or if it was a department wide trend.  Their audit showed that this was 

isolated to just this one officer.  As part of an effort to detect an issue like this sooner, patrol 

sergeants have been instructed to use officer daily logs to find mandatory recordable situations 

(such as traffic stops or prisoner transports) and then find the corresponding video on the L3 

server during their quarterly review of officers' videos.     

In reviewing the SOPs in regard to this incident, it would indicate that our policy for filling out a 

daily log (SOP #82-06) and LEIN usage (SOP #82-07) are adequate.  But, our General Orders 

did not cover "Honesty" or "Integrity" and was revised to include these standards/expectations of 

our officers. 

It does not appear that technology was an issue in this incident.   

  


